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Fig. 1: Example of procedural Great Barrier Reef generation.

Abstract. Since terrain procedural modeling is widely adopted for the
virtual natural scene generations in the game design, movie industry,
and digital arts, lots of advanced techniques have been explored by re-
searchers to procedurally synthesize a large variety of different types of
terrain and landscapes. In this paper, we present a novel approach to
generate a special type of landscape – the Great Barrier Reef – an amaz-
ing natural landscape that is currently being ignored. We propose a hy-
pothesis that the Great Barrier Reef is grown with the diffusion-limited
aggregation (DLA) model and simulate the DLA process to generate the
Great Barrier Reef procedurally. As presented in the results, the pro-
cedural Great Barrier Reef generated with our approach looks natural
when compared to the photos of the real ones.
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1 Introduction

As one of the most popular techniques applied in terrain authoring, procedural
terrain modeling has been widely studied by researchers nowadays. Understand-
ing the natural procedure of how the landscapes are formed is the key issue for
researchers to get a deeper insight into designing efficient procedural modeling
algorithms. Since the early ages, different representations has been proposed for
different types of terrain modelings such as the elevation models [27](including
discrete heightfields model [8] and layered mixture representations [19], etc) and
the volumetric models (including voxels representation [13] and hybrid represen-
tations [23], etc). Given these observations, various types of procedural modeling
algorithms have been applied to different types of terrain and landscapes synthe-
sis. Fournier et al. [11] proposed a recursive midpoint displacement subdivision
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algorithm to add fractal details on curves which can be further modified to ap-
ply to general procedural terrains. Image filters [21] can be introduced to add
fractal properties on the terrain surface such as ridge filters, multi-fractal fil-
ters, and warped filters to raise crests, ridges, and valleys, etc [9]. De et al. [7]
proposed a method for realistic procedural canyons generation. Featuring arches
effect have been simulated on volumetric terrains by Becher et al. [5]. Ter-
rains with thermal erosion effects have been synthesized by Musgrave et al. [19].
Spheroidal weathering effects have been implemented by Beardall et al. [4] to
synthesize realistic procedural Goblins. Recently, other types of landscapes such
as riverscapes synthesized by Paris et al. [22], desertscapes synthesized by Paris
et al. [20], glacierscapes synthesized by Argudo et al. [2] are well generated by
the applications of existing procedural modeling techniques.

However, according to the best of our knowledge, as one of the most at-
tractive places for traveling in Australia, the Great Barrier Reef, which forms
an extraordinary special landscape, has never been studied so far with respect
to procedural modeling. Existing research works about the Great Barrier Reef
modelings are mainly focusing on its hydrodynamic modeling [17], spectral dis-
crimination modeling [16], water quality modeling [15], and biological population
dynamics modeling [6], etc. Therefore, we open a new topic about generalizing
the features observed from the Great Barrier Reef landscape and exploring an
effective computer graphics algorithm to generate realistic procedural Great Bar-
rier Reef landscapes. We conclude the contributions of our work as following:

– We initiate a discussion of an open problem about procedural Great Barrier
Reef generation and propose a hypothesis that how the Great Barrier Reef
is formed from a procedural modeling aspect.

– We propose a novel algorithm to procedurally synthesis the Great Barrier
Reef and discuss how the parameters in our procedural model affect the
landscape of the Great Barrier Reef.

– We conclude the limitations of our work and prospect the next steps to
extend our work for the future study about procedural Great Barrier Reef
generation and its potential applications.

2 Growth of the Great Barrier Reef: A Hypothesis

As we know, the Great Barrier Reef, as the world’s largest coral reef system [18],
most of its major components are individual reefs, combined with stretching
islands as minor components. As coral reefs are the skeleton of coral worms,
therefore, the landscape of the coral reefs’ colonies looks more like living crea-
tures rather than ordinary terrains. By assuming that coral reefs landscapes
are sharing similar features with the distributions of leaving creatures that are
aggregated into colonies naturally, we propose a hypothesis that the growth of
the Great Barrier Reef flows the rules of diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA)
process [26] which is a natural aggregation process caused by the individual par-
ticles’ random walks due to their Brownian motion [25]. DLA algorithm [14] is a
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computational procedure that simulates the process of how random particles are
aggregated into colonies within the natural environment. To describe this phe-
nomenon, in short, DLA simulations have three main steps: (1) setup a random
aggregation kernel, (2) releasing random particles with Brownian motions, and
(3) aggregate those particles whenever two individual particles are neighboring
to each other. When evaluating whether such a DLA process fits well our prob-
lem definition of growing the Great Barrier Reef, we need to argue that whether
these three steps in DLA are able to be mapped to the growth of the Great
Barrier Reef. Here is a tentative inductive reasoning proof:

Proof. Step (1) in DLA is reasonable when assuming that there is the first coral
reef appearing in the Great Barrier Reef. Step (2) in the DLA can be interpreted
as there is the second coral reef given birth in a random place in the Great Bar-
rier Reef, which can be reasonable as well. Step (3) is actually the discussion
that whether the second coral reef is necessarily nearby the first coral reef. For-
tunately, this can be proved by the fact that the coral reef is the skeleton of
the coral worms and the coral worms are actually not moving very frequently.
This means coral worms tend to give birth in place and hence every two colonies
will not be too far away from each other if there is an inheritance relationship
between these two.

Therefore, according to this proof of concept, the DLA process is reason-
able for simulating the growth of the Great Barrier Reef and this theoretically
defends our hypothesis from a philosophical view. Given this theoretical hypoth-
esis and proof, in the following sections, we will present our proposed problem
formulation, discuss the experimental results, and prospect the future works.

3 Problem Formulations

3.1 Terrain Representation

In our work, we are using the discrete heightfields, also called heightmap, to rep-
resent the elevations of terrain. The heightmap is an image storing the elevation
height of the terrain on arbitrary pixels. Typically, heightmap is represented as
a M ×N normalized scalar matrix HM×N consisted with real numbers between
0 and 1. Given any 2D vector p = (u, v) ∈ R2 as a location on terrain, we can
calculate the elevation of terrain surface at location p, denoted as h(p), using in-
terpolation methods. Assume that (u0, v0) and (u1, v1) are the two corners on the
diagonals of the rectangle region of the terrain respectively, then the heightmap
grids interval (∆u,∆v) = ((u1−u0)/(M−1), (v1−v0)/(N−1). The terrain’s cor-

responding location of the pixel on heightmap’s ith row and jth column can be
calculated through a mapping function Φ(i, j) = (u0, v0)+(i, j) · (∆u,∆v) where
(i, j) ∈ I2. Noted that h(Φ(i, j)) = hmaxHi,j , where hmax is the maximum height
of the terrain. As shown in Fig 2(a), we take a realistic terrain heightmap(gray)
generated with the approach proposed by De et al. [7] with canyons effects as
the base map h0(u, v) upon which our Great Barrier Reef grows.
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Fig. 2: Overview of our technical approach.

3.2 DLA Normal Distributions

DLA normal distribution is a compound term that combines the term of DLA
(short for diffusion-limited aggregation) and the term of normal distributions.
As this term suggests, DLA-normal distribution is the scale mixtures of normal
distributions [1] where the centers of the individual normal distributions are
following a spatial distribution pattern of diffusion-limited aggregation. Mathe-
matically, we form a DLA distribution on a 2D terrain coordinate space. First,
we create a boolean matrix DLA grids mask BM×N ∈ {0, 1}M×N . Then, we turn
an arbitrary bit of the DLA grid mask on and take it as the diffusion kernel.
Finally, we repeatedly sample pixel (i, j) on the terrain with random walk step
(∆i,∆j), turn on the pixel (i, j)’s mask Bi,j = 1 where exists any one of its eight
adjacent neighbor pixels (i′, j′) ∈ {(i± k1∆i, j ± k2∆j)|k1, k2 ∈ {0, 1}} that has
mask also been turned on, namely, when Bi′,j′ = 1. Noted that the random walk
step (∆i,∆j) is also interpreted as DLA grids cell size, we will discuss more
about how the grids cell size settings influence the results in the following sec-
tion. After the DLA calculation step, we accumulate the convolutions between
terrain’s base map h0(p) and Gaussian function with pixel center (i, j) as a new
heightmap h1(u, v) through Eq. 1:

h1(p) = w0h0(p) + w1

∑
q∈{Φ(i,j)|Bi,j=1}

h0(p) ◦ e−||p−q||k (1)

where we empirically set k = 10 for a realistic result. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
after this convolution process, those that belong to the DLA areas on the base
map are lifted up to a certain level specified by w1, the edges are smoothed by
the Gaussian filter. This procedural is used to simulate the aggregation of the
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corals under the sea. As the amount of the coral reef increases, they will float
above sea level and form into islands.

3.3 Directional DLA Log-Normal Filter

Fig. 3: Edge Uplift Effects.

According to the definition of log-normal dis-
tribution in statistical science [24], it is used
to describe the distributions whose logarithm
is normally distributed. From the shape of the
log-normal distribution function, it looks more
like a biased normal distribution. As one in-
teresting phenomenon shown in Fig. 3 which
is downloaded from the website [3], the Great Barrier Reef is captured from a
top-down view. As we can see, the edges of the coral reef are frequently uplifted
due to the aggregation of corals near the seashore. Inside the edges, the corals
reefs look more plat. This observation inspire us to use the log-normal distri-
bution function as a filter to uplift the edges of the procedural landscape to
generate such effect. In this scenario, we propose a directional DLA log-normal
filter to convolute the edges of the DLA grids using log-normal distributions
function. After adding the normal distributions in the previous step, we accu-
mulate the convolutions between terrain’s DLA normal distributions map h1(p)
and the Log-Gaussian function with pixel centers (i, j) in the DLA grids as a
final heightmap h2(u, v) through Eq. 2:

h2(p) = h1(p) + w2

∑
q∈{Φ(i,j)|Bi,j=1}

h0(p) ◦ wd(p,q)e
− ln k1(1−||p−q||)k2

(2)

where we empirically set k1 = 5 and k2 = 10 for a realistic rendering result.
Furthermore, we add random values on k1 to simulate the noises on the edges.

The directional weight sampler wd(p,q) returns a value between 0 and 1.
wd(p,q) is calculated through the following steps: Step (1) Calculate the angle
between the y-axis and q−p. The calculated angle is between 0 and 360 degrees.
Step (2) we divide the 360-degree angles into eight directions and check out the
calculated angle belongs to which direction. Step (3), we search the current pixel
index (i, j) of the location q and its adjacent neighbor pixels at that calculated
direction, if that neighbor belongs to the DLA grids, then we set the weight of
that direction into 0, otherwise, we set wd(p,q) = 1. As shown in Fig. 2(c),
after applying the directional DLA log-normal filter, those lifted regions’ edges
are furtherly lift up to a certain level specified by w2. The edges are noised.
The inner area is not lifted as much as the edges due to the directional weight
multiplier. This procedural is used to realistically simulate the effects shown in
Fig. 3. After applying these two major steps of the convolutions on the terrain
map, another two optional minor steps are applied on the terrain heightmap
including a blurring step to remove high-frequency artefacts and a normalization
step to refine the heightmap values ranging between 0 and 1.
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3.4 Height-Aware Terrain Texture Synthesis

Texture synthesis is an important step to generate a realistic terrain appearance.
There are lots of different types of texture synthesis methods such as pixel-based
non-parametric sampling methods proposed by Efros et al. [10] and its applica-
tions on terrain texture [12]. In our work, we consider the terrain characteristics
such as the absolute elevation function h2(p) calcualted from the above steps.
According to the observation, the deep sea areas has texture with dark blues,
shallow sea ares are colored with light blues, and the coral reef island has a green
blue texture. Terefore, in orer to blend the textures smoothly, we propose two
functions as the alphamap values for texture mixture: Lowpass Function Plow
and Highpass Function Phigh which are defined in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 respectively:

Plow(h(p), hlow) =

{
1 h(p) ≤ hlow

Perror(|h(p)− hlow|, ϵlow) h(p) > hlow

(3)

Phigh(h(p), hhigh) =

{
1 h(p) ≥ hhigh

Perror(|h(p)− hhigh|, ϵhigh) h(p) < hhigh

(4)

where Errorpass Function Perror(d, ϵ) compare the distance d and the error ϵ as
shown in Eq. 5:

Perror(d, ϵ) =

{
0 d ≥ ϵ

1− d/ϵ d < ϵ
(5)

Then, we have the final alphamap values for deep sea texture αd, shallow sea
texture αs, and coral reef island texture αc are calculated through Eq. 6:

αd(p)
αs(p)
αc(p)

 =

 Plow(h(p), hlow)
(1− Plow(h(p))(1− Phigh(h(p)))

(1− Plow(h(p))Phigh(h(p))

 (6)

Empirically, we have set height texture borderlines hlow = 0.3 and hhigh = 0.5
Borderlines errors are set as ϵlow = 0.1 and ϵhigh = 0.05 respectively. As shown
in Fig. 2(d), the final terrain mesh generated with our approach has been colored
with this proposed height-aware texture synthesis method mentioned above. As
we can see, those areas that belong to the DLA areas on the heightmap are
colored as dark green-blue texture. This mimics the green island floating above
the sea. In the middle area, they are shallow water with light bright blue. As the
deeper blue highlight the areas where belong to the deep sea. This rendering’s
visual effects look realistic as the texture synthesis methods obey the natural
rules observed from real photography as we explained above.
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4 Experimental Results

We have implemented the proposed approach to synthesize the Great Barrier
Reef using Unity 3D with the 2019 version. The hardware configurations contain
Intel Core i5 CPU, 32GB DDR4 RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650 4GB
GDDR6 Graphics Card. Our proposed algorithm is implemented on the CPU.
We have tested our synthesized Great Barrier Reef landscapes with different
settings. In this section, we will demonstrate the robustness of our proposed
approach by changing the input terrains, changing the DLA aggregation centers,
changing the DLA grids sizes, and changing the textures.

4.1 Changing Input Terrains

As shown in Fig 4, we have synthesized Great Barrier Reef landscapes with three
different terrain inputs. All of the terrains are randomly generated with the same
parameter settings but with different random numbers generator seeds inputs.
All terrains are generated with a heightmap of 4096x4096 pixels. The terrain’s
real width is 10km and its real height is 500m. Among these three results, the
DLA grid size is set to 150 (dimension of the DLA grids), the grids radius
is 40 (convolution kernel size) and the aggregation center is (120, 120). The
DLA particle shooting number is 3000. The maximum Brown motion random
walk steps are 30000. The heightmap blending weights for base map h0, DLA
normal distribution map h1 and the DLA log-normal filter map h2 are w0 = 0.5,
w1 = 0.2, and w2 = 0.1 respectively. The execution times for these three terrain
synthesis results are 21 sec, 26 sec, and 24 sec respectively. As we can see, our
approach is robust to different kinds of terrain inputs.

Fig. 4: Experiments results of changing input terrains.
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4.2 Changing Aggregation Centers

Another interesting phenomenon to show is that our approach is robust to ag-
gregation centers settings as well. As shown in Fig. 5, we have three different
aggregation center settings respectively. The three centers are labeled through
three red pins. In this test, we have the DLA grids settings as same as above
where the DLA grid size is set to 150 and the grids radius is 40. However, we
have three different aggregation centers settings are left bottom (20, 130), middle
center (80, 80), and right top (130, 20) respectively. The aggregation center is
the DLA kernel where the first particle is put in DAL girds. Then other particles
will be aggregated around this kernel. As we can see, different DLA kernels will
affect the overall distributions of the coral reefs in our synthesized Great Barrier
Reef. The shape of the landscape is smoothly moving from the left bottom (left
subfigure) towards the middle center (middle subfigure) and finally move to the
right top (right subfigure).

Fig. 5: Experiments results of changing aggregation centers.

4.3 Changing DLA Grid Sizes

The DLA grid size settings are essential for our algorithm as it adjusts the
resolution of our synthesized Great Barrier Reef. As shown in Fig. 6, we have
three different grid Sizes settings respectively.

Fig. 6: Experiments Results of changing DLA grid sizes.
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The left subfigure shows the result synthesized with the grid size of 50, grids
radius of 120, and the aggregation center is (40, 40), the particle shooting number
is 500, and its running time is 19 secs. The middle subfigure shows the result
synthesized with the grid size of 100, grids radius of 60, and the aggregation
center is (80, 80), the particle shooting number is 2000, and its running time is
22 secs. The right subfigure shows the result synthesized with the grid size of
200, grids radius of 30, the aggregation center is (180, 180), the particle shooting
number is 8000, and its running time is 28 secs. As we can see, as the grid size
decreases, more particles are needed to aggregate into the same large-scale terrain
and in turn, it takes more time for running, and it results in more details of the
synthesized terrain.

4.4 Changing Textures

For showing some special visual effects, we have generalized the idea of ”Great
Barrier Reefs”. Hereby, we have used three different texture styles to synthesize
the Great Barrier Reefs. As shown in Fig. 7, the left subfigure shows the Great
Barrier Reefs rendered with a stony mountain style. In this case, the lower part
is filled with stones and grass, the middle part is the stony hills, and the upper
parts are filled with green vegetation. The middle subfigure shows the Great
Barrier Reefs rendered with a desert hill style. In this case, the lower part is
filled with yellow sands, the middle part is filled with some sparse vegetation,
while the upper parts are filled with sandy hills. The subfigure on the right shows
the Great Barrier Reefs rendered with a volcano style. In this case, the lower
part is filled with burned stones, the middle part is filled with red lava, while
the upper parts are filled with volcano outbreaks. As we can see, the results
shown here look realistic and is ready to be considered to be used in the movie
for rendering some special visual effects.

Fig. 7: Experiments results of changing textures.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an interesting question about how to generate
the Great Barrier Reef using procedural modeling techniques. By proposing a
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hypothesis that the Great Barrier Reef is formed through the diffusion-limited
aggregation (DLA) process, we have simulated the DLA process and combining
it onto a realistic terrain through two types of convolutional kernels: DLA nor-
mal distribution kernel and the DLA log-normal edge enhancement kernel. After
applying directionally weighted randomized DLA log-normal filters, we can syn-
thesize the terrains with realistic visual effects. As shown in the experimental
results, We have visually proved the robustness of our proposed approach by
changing the parameters such as changing the input terrains, changing the DLA
aggregation centers, changing the DLA grids sizes, and changing the textures.

In the future work, we will further explore our approach by adding more
details such as including the corals and marine environment on the generated
Great Barrier Reef. This will prepare our work ready to be used in the movie
industry and game industry for the scenarios that are near the seashore with a
special landscape that looks like the Great Barrier Reef. We believe our work
will inspire more researchers to follow up and generate more eye-catching results
about realistic procedural modelings of the Great Barrier Reef.
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